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Abstract: Mobile devices have become ubiquitous; smartphones, tablets and wearables are essential commodities for many people. The ubiquity of mobile devices combined with their ever increasing capabilities, open new possibilities for Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications where mobile devices act as both data generators as well as processing nodes. However, deploying a stream processing system (SPS) over mobile devices is particularly challenging as mobile devices change their position within the network very frequently and are notoriously prone to transient disconnections. To deal with faults arising from disconnections and mobility, existing fault tolerance strategies in SPS are either checkpointing-based or replication-based. Checkpointing-based strategies are too heavyweight for mobile devices, as they save and broadcast state periodically, even when there are no failures. On the other hand, replication-based strategies cannot provide fault tolerance at the level of the data source, as the data source itself cannot be always replicated. Finally, existing systems exclude mobile devices from data processing upon a disconnection even when the duration of the disconnection is very short, thus failing to exploit the computing capabilities of the offline devices. This paper proposes a buffering-based reactive fault tolerance strategy to handle transient disconnections of mobile devices that both generate and process data, even in cases where the devices move through the network during the disconnection. The main components of our strategy are: (a) a circular buffer that stores the data which are generated and processed locally during a device disconnection, (b) a query-aware buffer replacement policy, and (c) a query restart process that ensures the correct forwarding of the buffered data upon re-connection, taking into account the new network topology. We integrate our fault tolerance strategy with NebulaStream, a novel stream processing system specifically designed for the IoT. We evaluate our strategy using a custom benchmark based on real data, exhibiting reduction in data loss and query latency compared to the baseline NebulaStream.
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1 Introduction

Existing research and development for the Internet-of-Things (IoT) has primarily focused on stationary objects that are associated with a fixed location. However, some of the most important pieces in the IoT landscape are devices that can move (i.e. dynamically change their geo-spatial position), such as mobile phones and tablets. Mobile devices have become ubiquitous; smartphones, tablets and wearables have all become daily commodities for many people. A report published by GSMA in 2020 estimates that by 2025 there will be 5.8 billion
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mobile subscribers and that nearly 80% of connections will be made from smartphones [GS]. The ubiquity of mobile devices combined with their ever increasing computing capabilities give rise to new systems that leverage mobile devices in the processing of streaming data. Furthermore, they enable new IoT applications where mobile devices are used to both generate and process data. While mobile devices open numerous possibilities for the IoT, using them to process data is challenging. Mobile devices are notoriously prone to transient disconnections due to network instabilities while their near-constant mobility within the network renders much of the existing research in the field of stream processing inapplicable.

State-of-the-art stream processing systems that use mobile devices base their fault tolerance strategies on replication [OSP18, CS20] or checkpointing [WP14, MRH14]. Neither of these techniques is optimal for using mobile devices as data sources that also perform processing. Checkpointing-based techniques require the devices to store and broadcast snapshots of their state periodically. This is a pessimistic approach that introduces a considerable overhead irrespective of whether failures occur or not, and can drain the scarce resources of mobile devices. Replication-based techniques, on the other hand, replicate query operators across multiple nodes in the network. However, replicating the source can be impractical or costly, as it requires to have redundant sensors capturing the same input. When redundant sensors are not available, replication-based techniques cannot provide fault tolerance for data sources. Finally, existing approaches assume that disconnections are permanent and exclude the disconnected device from data processing. As a result, any data generated during the disconnection are lost. Furthermore, when the device re-connects, it is treated as a new node and all the queries that use it as a source have to be redeployed. This imposes an undue performance overhead when the disconnection is only transient.

In this paper, we propose a fault tolerance strategy for overcoming transient disconnections of mobile devices that both generate and process data in a streaming system. We particularly focus on transient disconnections caused by mobility, where the device might move through the network during the disconnection period, and then re-connect at a different point in the network. In addition, we assume that we do not have control over the data source, and therefore we cannot pause and restart the source or change the data generation rate. The goal of our proposed strategy is twofold: (a) avoid losing data during the disconnection, and (b) resume query execution quickly and consistently when the device re-connects. To achieve this goal, we employ the following mechanisms. First, we propose a data logging mechanism that enables mobile devices to keep processing the data they generate while they are disconnected by temporarily storing the processed data in a circular buffer. That way, we leverage the idle disconnection period for computation, and reduce, or completely avoid, data loss. Furthermore, we propose a query restart process that achieves efficient and consistent resumption of query execution, even when mobile devices move during the period of disconnection and reappear at a new point in the network. Our query restart process examines whether the device can still reach its previously assigned downstream node after the re-connection, and only redeploy queries when the downstream node cannot be reached. When a query is redeployed, the device may be assigned different tasks than
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We mitigate the impact of transient disconnections of mobile devices with an end-to-end reactive fault tolerance strategy that leverages the offline processing capabilities of the devices. In our strategy, mobile devices continue processing the data they generate locally during a disconnection, and store the processed data in a circular buffer until connection is regained.

We propose a query-aware replacement policy to make space in the buffer when needed.

We develop a query restart process that addresses the mobility of devices during transient disconnections.

We integrate our solution with the NebulaStream (NES) platform [Ze20a], a novel streaming system for the IoT. We call our solution NebulaStream-MSS, where MSS stands for Mobile Source Support.

We evaluate our solution on real data collected from a sensor attached on a football player during a match. Our results show that buffering reduces data loss by 63% over a disconnection period of 30 seconds compared to the vanilla NES. Additionally, when several disconnections occur during query execution, our restart process reduces the query latency by more than $2\times$ by avoiding query redeployment whenever possible.

We envision our approach as a building block that can be combined with other fault tolerance strategies to handle other failure scenarios, such as devices that permanently exit the network, or failures occurring in nodes that are not data sources.

In the remainder of this paper, we first motivate our work in Section 1.1 and then present the background concepts that lay the foundation for NebulaStream-MSS in Section 2. Section 3 describes our approach, which we then experimentally evaluate in Section 4. Finally, we present an overview of related work in Section 5 before concluding and discussing future work in Section 6.

### 1.1 Motivational IoT Application Scenario

To illustrate the importance of a fault tolerance strategy tailored for mobile data sources, let us look at an IoT disaster management application that monitors the vital signals of firefighters responding to a fire incident and the temperature around them. The goal of the monitoring is twofold: (a) pull a firefighter out of the scene when a life-threatening condition is detected, and (b) make better decisions through fast and accurate assessment.
of the situation. Each firefighter is monitored by a single wearable sensor, and therefore previously proposed fault tolerance strategies that rely on the availability of a back-up device capturing the same input are not applicable.

In this application, the most time sensitive operation is the detection of abnormalities in the firefighter’s vital signals. To reduce the latency and increase the survival chances of the firefighter, we need to perform this operation as close as possible to the source. Even if the device suffers from a transient disconnection, it is critical to keep processing the captured data offline, as otherwise we might miss a sign that the firefighter needs help, which could have fatal consequences.

To assess the overall situation, the fire area is divided in zones and every device generates a periodic report of the maximum temperature that was recorded in each zone. These reports are then aggregated, to obtain the global maximum temperature for each zone. This task uses the combined processing capabilities of multiple nodes in the network. To get an accurate assessment of the situation, we need to minimize the amount of data loss when devices suffer from a transient disconnection. Furthermore, as the data sources are worn by firefighters, they will move through the network with them. We therefore need to ensure that query execution resumes once connection is regained, even when a source moves to a different point in the network during the disconnection.

2 Background: NebulaStream

In the following, we give an overview of data stream processing, focusing on NebulaStream, the IoT data streaming platform into which we integrate our fault tolerance strategy.

IoT infrastructures are highly distributed, with sensors spanning entire cities or even countries. In addition, many IoT applications require prompt responses. One of the natural solutions to support such applications are Stream Processing Systems (SPS), i.e. systems capable of performing computational tasks over a potentially infinite sequence of data items, called *tuples*. NebulaStream (NES) is a novel end-to-end SPS specifically designed for IoT applications [Ze20a, Ze20b], born from the need for a SPS that can better deal with the main challenges in IoT settings. NES aims to provide similar functionalities as widely used SPS such as Flink [CEH15] or Spark [Za16] while better supporting IoT applications. To that end, NES introduces mechanisms to handle, among others, the hardware heterogeneity in IoT environments, the high distribution of data and compute, and the unreliable communication in fog and sensor networks.

Prior systems employ either the cloud or the fog paradigm. Cloud-centric systems (e.g. Flink, Spark or Kafka [NSP17]) collect all data in a data center before processing them. Given that upcoming IoT applications will require processing data from millions of distributed sensors, this centralized approach results in a bottleneck and lacks scalability. Existing systems based on fog computing are also not optimal for the IoT. Systems like Frontier [OSP18]
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Fig. 1: NebulaStream’s Architecture. Figure from [Ze20a].

or CSA [Sh16] bring computations closer to the sources, thus reducing the bottleneck of cloud systems. However, they advocate a completely decentralized approach and only exploit the computing capabilities of nodes at the edge of the network. In the field of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) we can find Database Management Systems (DBMS) such as TinyDB [Ma05] that exploit the combined capabilities of sensors and actuators. These systems provide strategies to optimize query execution for devices with limited battery life but offer neither strong fault tolerance nor correctness guarantees. NES takes the state-of-the-art one step further and unifies the cloud, fog and sensor layers, leveraging the individual advantages of each layer and enabling optimizations across them. Specifically, data are typically generated within the sensor layer and routed through intermediate nodes up to the cloud. Any of the nodes in the path between the sensors and the cloud can access any data being routed through them and perform data processing tasks. The cloud performs any remaining processing as a fall-back.

NES Topology. There are three types of nodes in NES: Workers, Sensors, and a Coordinator. Workers process data by employing operators that consume tuples, apply a computational task (e.g. filter, map, sum, count), and emit new tuples. Sensors generate data and can also perform computational tasks. Mobile devices in NES fall in that category. Finally, the NES Coordinator is in charge of administering the network: it is aware of the current topology, it registers/deregisters nodes and streams, and deploys/undeploys queries. A single physical device can potentially host multiple NES nodes.

The network topology maintained in the coordinator is modeled as a graph consisting of sensor, worker and coordinator nodes and network links among them. Initially, the network is formed solely by the coordinator and one worker contained in it. Further workers and sensors can join the network by sending a request to the coordinator. They are then added to the topology graph. In the case of sensors, the streams that the sensors generate are also registered in the topology graph. Once registration is complete, the new node is ready to start participating in query processing. When a node needs to exit the network, it does so...
by sending a deregistration request to the coordinator. The coordinator then removes the node and any streams it might generate from the topology graph, and undeploys the affected queries that were using the removed streams.

**NES Query Deployment.** Figure 1 displays an overview of NebulaStream’s architecture. A query submitted through the NES API contains information regarding the streams from which data should be obtained and the computational tasks that should be applied to them. Currently, NES uses a centralized deployment process. The coordinator is comprised of several components that handle different aspects of the deployment. First, the *NES Query Manager* transforms the user query into a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that contains source, processing, and sink nodes and directed links among them. A *source* is a node that generates data streams, i.e., provides the input, and a *sink* is a node that consumes data streams without generating new ones, i.e., provides the output. The links represent the communication channels for the data exchange among operators. The DAG is essentially a logical query plan that describes conceptually the operations that need to be performed over a data stream. To execute queries in a SPS, we need to generate a physical query execution plan (QEP) which maps the logical query plan to physical nodes. The *NES Optimizer* takes the query DAG from the Query Manager and the topology graph from the *NES Topology Manager* and creates a physical query execution plan (QEP) which dictates the assignment of the different operators in the logical query plan to physical nodes in the topology. The process of assigning operators to physical nodes is known as *operator placement*. The next paragraph discusses operator placement in further detail. The *NES Deployment Manager* takes the execution plan and deploys the operators to their assigned nodes in the topology. Finally, the *NES Monitor* collects information about the changes occurring in the network topology and sends the updates to the Topology Manager.

**NES Operator Placement.** NES supports several operator placement strategies [CZM20]. The choice of the placement strategy depends on the optimization goal, e.g., low latency, high throughput, or minimal use of resources. In addition to the already existing placement strategies, we also implemented a shortest-path based placement strategy. In contrast to the already existing strategies that always place the sink operator on the coordinator, the shortest-path based placement strategy allows to place the sink operator on any arbitrary node in the network. That way, we enable greater proximity to end-users and can avoid streaming data to the cloud-based coordinator. Clearly, the source operator is assigned to the sensor node that generates the data for the queried stream. The shortest-path based strategy places the remaining operators as follows. It first finds the shortest path between the source and the sink. Then, it applies a “push-down as far as possible” strategy: It starts placing operators on the shortest path from the source all the way up to the sink according to the available resources on each node, i.e., while there are remaining resources on a node, it keeps assigning operators to it. This strategy is particularly suited for queries that consist of filter operators as it reduces downstream data traffic. Once the assignment is complete, the coordinator sends to each of the nodes the part of the query execution plan that they need to execute (i.e., a pipeline of operators), and indicates from which node they will receive their input, and to which node they should send their output. Some nodes in the path might be
assigned a forward operator, which means that their only mission is to transmit data to the next node in the execution plan without processing them. Our fault tolerance solution is independent of the choice of the placement strategy and can thus be used in conjunction with any strategy. The NES Optimizer uses a placement strategy to generate a QEP given a query DAG and a network topology. As we will describe in more details in Section 3, our approach does not modify the QEP. It simply determines when a new QEP needs to be generated upon a device re-connection, and analyzes the newly generated QEP to determine how to forward the data that have been buffered during a data source disconnection.

3 Fault Tolerance for Mobile Data Sources

Our approach, NebulaStream-MSS, is an extension of NebulaStream that provides fault tolerance capabilities for mobile data sources such as mobile phones and wearables. Our approach is holistic: it handles the disconnection process, the data buffering during the disconnection, as well as the process of resuming query execution after the re-connection. Specifically, our approach employs a circular buffer that temporarily stores the data that are processed locally during a transient disconnection. We couple the buffer with a query-aware replacement policy that evicts data when the buffer becomes full before connectivity is regained without penalizing any query unequally. To handle the mobility of devices during a disconnection, we combine buffering with a restart process that determines which of the queries that involve the device require redeployment. When a query is redeployed, the device might be assigned different tasks than before the disconnection. Our restart process handles this situation by generating new paths through which the buffered data can be forwarded directly to the appropriate node, making sure that the buffered data are processed correctly. We describe NebulaStream-MSS in more details in the following sections.

3.1 Disconnection Process

Our solution aims to handle transient disconnections of mobile devices. This raises the question of how we can distinguish a transient disconnection from a more permanent failure. From the point of view of the coordinator both look the same: a node has unexpectedly disappeared from the network. The short answer is that we cannot know with certainty when a disconnection is transient. We, however, follow an optimistic approach where at first we assume that all the disconnections that happen to mobile devices are transient, i.e. once a mobile device disappears from the network, the coordinator assumes that it will return. This is in contrast to the current approach in NES, where the coordinator completely removes the node and any associated streams or queries from the system upon a disconnection. If the device does not return after a timeout period, the coordinator assumes that the disconnection is permanent and acts accordingly. Choosing the timeout duration is challenging and depends on both the network characteristics and the application requirements, as different applications can tolerate different delays. The problem of finding the timeout duration is orthogonal to the problem addressed in this work and we leave it open for future research.
3.2 Data Buffering

Mobile devices acting as data sources can still both generate data and perform computations while transiently disconnected. Furthermore, in many real-world scenarios (e.g. the one described in Section 1.1), we have no control over the data source, and thus pausing data generation or modifying the data generation rate is infeasible. Therefore, to avoid data loss during a disconnection, we need to temporarily store the generated data on the device. To reduce the amount of data that needs to be stored and to exploit the offline processing capabilities of the device, we also propose to keep processing the data locally during the idle disconnection period. To that end, we base our solution on a buffering component that stores the data that are generated and processed on a data source node during a disconnection period. In the following, we discuss our buffering component in more details.

**Buffer Structure.** To ensure efficient space utilization and minimize access latency, we use a circular buffer. Circular buffers are particularly suited when the data are accessed in a First In First Out (FIFO) order. Our buffer stores batches of tuples after they are processed. As our device may have several streams or queries attached to it, every batch may have a different size and contain tuples of different formats. To retrieve batches from the buffer, we need to be able to infer their size. For this reason, we always precede batches with a control block, i.e. a small memory region in the buffer that contains metadata about the batch of tuples that follows it. Specifically, a control block stores a query identifier that indicates the query to which the batch belongs, the tuple size, and the number of tuples in the batch. Figure 2 presents the conceptual view of our circular buffer. As with any circular buffer, we always maintain two pointers: one pointing to the address of the first control block stored in the buffer (Read Pointer) and one pointing to the first free address in the buffer where new batches can be added (Write Pointer).

**Data Insertion.** Once the data source has executed all operators assigned to it over the generated data, it sends the processed batch to the buffer. Inserting the batch into the buffer is fairly trivial as long as there is enough available space to store the incoming batch and the corresponding control block. The control block is simply written into the first free address in the buffer indicated by the Write Pointer, followed by the batch of tuples.

**Query-aware Replacement Policy.** As stated before, our buffer might store results corresponding to different queries. To achieve fairness among different queries running on the device, we propose a query-aware FIFO replacement policy that aims to always keep some results of each query in the buffer. Specifically, whenever we need to make space for a new batch of tuples, our policy replaces the oldest batch of the same query if possible.
If there are no other batches of the same query, or if removing the batch is insufficient, it removes the oldest batch of the query with the highest number of batches in the buffer. The process is repeated until there is enough space in the buffer for the new batch. One drawback of this policy is that it might cause segmentation in the buffer, i.e. fragments of empty space. To address this, whenever we remove a batch from the buffer, we shift all subsequent batches up, filling up the generated gap. Algorithm 1 presents the data insertion process using our query-aware FIFO replacement policy.

### Algorithm 1: Data insertion with query-aware FIFO

1. **Incoming Data:** a batch of tuples batch for query with queryID
2. **while** (available space < (controlBlock.size + batch.size)) **do**
   3. delID = queryID
   4. **if** (there are no results of query with queryID in the buffer) **then**
      5. delID = query with highest batchCounter
   6. **end**
   7. delete oldest batch of query with delID
   8. move up subsequent batches
   9. batchCounter[delID] -=
10. **end**
11. copy batch at writePointer
12. writePointer += (controlBlock.size + batch.size)
13. batchCounter[queryID]++

Data Extraction. Once the mobile device regains connection to the network, we can proceed to send the buffered data. Extracting data from our buffer is fairly simple. Starting at the Read Pointer, we calculate up to what address in the buffer each result is stored, as we have information about the size of the batch in the control block. Since we use a circular buffer, no data shuffling is required on data extraction. Once we have retrieved a batch, we advance the Read Pointer up to the next control block.

### 3.3 Query Restart Process

Once the connection of a mobile device is reestablished, we have to restore the system to its normal working state. First, the device notifies the coordinator of its return, indicates the queries it was involved in, and transmits its current position by announcing which devices are in its neighborhood. Based on that information, there are two possible scenarios that determine the actions that should be taken by our system: re-connection without mobility and re-connection with mobility. In the first scenario, the device can still reach its sink nodes. This typically happens when the device did not move, or moved very little, during the disconnection period. In the second scenario, the device can no longer reach its original sink nodes, which happens in the case of high mobility.

**Re-connection without Mobility.** In this scenario, query execution can continue as normal, i.e. there is no need to modify the query execution plan. Once the coordinator receives the re-connection notification, it checks the position of the device and determines
that the device remains connected to its previously assigned sink nodes. Then, query execution resumes and the device transmits the data stored in the buffer.

**Re-connection with Mobility.** In this scenario, the device moves through the network during the disconnection period, appearing at a different position in the topology than the one that it last registered for. When this occurs, the mobile device might be unable to reach the sink nodes that had been previously assigned to it. Figure 3 shows an example: the mobile source (Worker 4) was originally connected to Workers 1 and 2 (left). After the disconnection (right), it remains connected to Worker 2, but moves out of Worker’s 1 range. Instead, it is now connected to Worker 3. This mobility affects query execution and requires action from the system. Once the coordinator receives the notification that the device has returned, it can see from its current position that it has moved. As a result, it triggers the redeployment of every query for which the device can no longer connect to its sink nodes. The coordinator can employ any of the available operator placement algorithms to perform the redeployment. There are three possible scenarios that can arise in the newly generated query execution plan: the device is assigned (a) the same operators as before, (b) a superset of the original operators, or (c) a subset of the original operators.

If the data source is expected to apply the same set of operators over new data once the re-connection is complete, then all operators have already been applied to the data that were processed during the disconnection period. Therefore, we can simply retrieve the data from the buffer and send them to the nodes indicated by the new query execution plan.

If the data source is assigned a superset of the operators that it was previously executing, the data contained in the buffer have not been processed fully. In this case, every time a batch of data is retrieved from the buffer, we first need to apply the remaining operators in the pipeline to it, before sending it to the nodes specified in the query execution plan.
In the last scenario, the data source is assigned a subset of the original operators. In this case, we cannot simply send the buffered data to the next node in the new query execution plan, as that node would re-apply some operators that have already been applied to them. For that purpose, we propose a mechanism that forwards the buffered data to the pertinent node in the network and skips over the operators that have already been applied to them. As described before, NES supports the forwarding of data through the topology using forward operators. Therefore, a natural way to create a forwarding path is by issuing a new query that uses forward operators to bypass the operators which have already been applied to the buffered data. We call this query a \textit{forwarding query}. The coordinator generates automatically the forwarding query as follows. First, it specifies that the source of the forwarding query is only the buffered data, and not the newly generated tuples. Then, it examines the QEP of the original query to determine the node that contains the first operator that has not been applied to the buffered data yet. This node is the sink of the forwarding query, named \textit{fwd}_sink. Next, the coordinator executes the shortest-path based operator placement algorithm and places a forwarding operator in every node of the path between the source and the \textit{fwd}_sink node. Lastly, the coordinator has to determine the operators that will be placed on the \textit{fwd}_sink node. To do so, it examines the operators that are assigned to the \textit{fwd}_sink node in the original QEP. If none of the operators has been applied to the buffered data, then the coordinator does not need to place any additional operators on the \textit{fwd}_sink node. Instead, the tuples of the forwarding query will join the QEP of the original query. This is achieved by notifying the \textit{fwd}_sink node about the mapping between the original and the forwarding query, so that the sink node can match the information arriving from the forwarding query to the original QEP. However, if the \textit{fwd}_sink node contains some operators that have already been applied to the buffered data, the forwarding and the original query cannot be merged yet. Instead, the coordinator generates a new pipeline of operators for the forwarding query that contains only the operators that have not been applied to the buffered data yet. In this case, the tuples of the forwarding query join the original QEP in the next downstream node. Figure 3 shows a simple example of mobility during disconnection that requires the deployment of a forwarding query. Forwarding queries are short-running: once the buffer is empty, they are removed from the system and processing continues normally.

Imagine now that for the scenario shown in Figure 3 (right), one of the nodes connecting the source and sink in the forwarding query suffers from a disconnection as well. To handle such cascading disconnections, we enable a certain level of replication in our forwarding queries. We do so by finding as many paths between the source and the sink node as possible, up to a maximum indicated by a user-specified replication rate. The buffered data are then redundantly transmitted through all those paths, to avoid data loss in case of an intermediate node suffering from a failure. Each path is modelled as a separate forwarding query, i.e. we issue multiple forwarding queries concurrently that all have as input the same buffered data. To avoid processing the same data received through different paths multiple times at the sink node, each batch is assigned a timestamp and the sink node keeps track of the timestamps that it has already seen for each query. These timestamps are flushed periodically at the sink node, as we no longer expect to see duplicate batches after a certain period of time.
4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we first describe the experimental setup and then present the evaluation of our approach to support mobile sources in NebulaStream. The aim of the performed experiments is to showcase the fault tolerance capabilities of our approach and its efficiency when compared with the vanilla NebulaStream. Section 4.2 presents a comparative analysis while section 4.3 analyzes the performance of our approach in more details.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Hardware. The experiments were performed on a machine with a 10th generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor and 16 GB of RAM running Ubuntu 20.04 LTS.

Implementation. NES (and therefore also NebulaStream-MSS) is implemented in C++. Control messages between the coordinator and other nodes are handled through gRPC [In], while data transfer is performed using ZeroMQ [Hi].

Data. As we explain in Section 1, in our work we assume that we cannot control the data source, i.e., we cannot pause and restart the source and we cannot modify the data generation rate. The data source simply generates data infinitely, at a certain frequency. However, in our experiments we want to show the benefit of processing data during the disconnection period, which is what our approach enables, versus pausing query execution completely during the disconnection, which is what NebulaStream does. For that purpose, we use a CSV file as a source, which allows to pause data generation and easily restart it by storing the last read position in the file. We use the DEBS 2013 Grand Challenge dataset (described in [MZJ13]) which contains data generated from sensors attached on football players during a match. Since we focus on a single data source, we extract the data corresponding to a single player, the one with ID 10. The resulting CSV file contains a total of 6,575,830 tuples, each of 62 bytes. In all the experiments, our CSV data source produces data at a rate of 3.33 MBps, i.e., we read 56,375 tuples every second. In addition, we use a binary generator that produces tuples containing a single 64-bit unsigned integer field at a rate of 488 KBps.

Queries. We use two queries, one for each of the aforementioned data sources. The first, referred to as “Query 1”, is a filtering query that takes as input the CSV source. It applies two filters: filter 1 selects tuples that satisfy the condition $v_x > 0$ and filter 2 selects tuples satisfying the condition $a_z > 1$. The overall query selectivity is 24%. Once filtered, the results are written to a file. Our second query, “Query 2”, simply streams the tuples of the binary generator source through the topology and prints them in standard output at the sink.

Network Topology. All the experiments presented in this evaluation, start with the same network configuration depicted in Figure 4 (left), consisting of the coordinator (that also contains the sink), and 8 other workers, one of which contains the source for both queries. Even though in a real-world scenario the full topology of the network would be significantly larger, we consider our topology to be representative of the relevant part of the network.
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Fig. 4: Three topology snapshots along with the placement of Query 1 operators. (Left): Initial topology and placement. (Middle): After a transient disconnection, worker 8 gets disconnected from worker 5, which affects the placement of Query 1. There is no need for a forwarding query, as worker 8 applies the same operator as before (filter 1). (Right): After a transient disconnection, worker 8 gets disconnected from worker 5 and connected to worker 2. In the new placement, worker 8 no longer applies filter 1, and thus two forwarding queries are deployed.

that is involved in processing data captured by a given mobile data source. As we deal with mobility of the data source during disconnections, the topology is not static. Following a transient disconnection, the source might re-connect at a different location within the network. The middle and right parts of Figure 4 show the different topology snapshots that we use to simulate mobility. Given the different topology snapshots, we deploy Query 1 as described next. As you can see in Figure 4 (left), in the initial topology, one filter operator is placed at the source (worker 8), worker 5 applies the second filter, while workers 2 and 1 forward the data to the sink. The placement shown in Figure 4 (middle) is similar to the original one. The only difference is that, since now the source is disconnected from worker 5, the second filter is applied by worker 6, while it is Worker 3 that forwards the results to worker 1. The last operator placement corresponds to the re-connection scenario that requires query redeployment, and the source is assigned a subset of the original operators after the redeployment (Figure 4 (right)). In this case, filter 1 is already applied to the buffered data, so we forward them directly to worker 1 which applies the second filter. For that, we employ the two forwarding queries shown with green color. “Query 2” (not shown in the figure), simply forwards the generated data through the shortest path.

Configuration Parameters. Unless otherwise stated, the buffer size is set to 50MB. We chose this size considering the characteristics of modern smartphones and wearables, but also the fact that we focus on short disconnections during which a limited amount of data are generated. When applying data forwarding, we use a replication factor of 2.
Evaluation Metrics. We use two metrics throughout our evaluation: latency and data loss ratio. Latency gives us insight into the performance of our approach, while the data loss ratio indicates the level of fault tolerance that we can achieve. We define latency as the time between the moment that a new query starts processing data and the moment that the query has processed a fixed amount of data. Specifically, in our latency experiments we measure the total time that it takes for Query 1 to process 2M tuples of our CSV data source. Data loss ratio is the ratio of data that were evicted from the buffer due to lack of space over the total amount of data that were generated during the disconnection period after applying all local operators. Specifically, the data loss ratio (%) is calculated over a fixed disconnection period as:

\[
\text{Data loss ratio} = \frac{\text{amount of data evicted from the buffer}}{\text{total amount of generated data after applying local operators}} \times 100.
\]

We ran each experiment 5 times and report the average results.

4.2 Comparative Analysis

We first perform a comparative analysis of NebulaStream-MSS with the vanilla implementation of NebulaStream. The baseline NES considers all node disconnections to be final, i.e. upon a disconnection, the node is completely removed from the system. In the case of a data source, this results in halting the execution of the queries that the source is involved in. Furthermore, the data that are produced during a disconnection are lost.

Data Loss Ratio. This experiment explores the fault tolerance capabilities of NebulaStream-MSS, based on the amount of data that are lost during transient disconnections. We assume that the mobile data source continues to produce data while being...
Transiently disconnected from the other nodes in the network, as it would happen with a sensor in a real-world scenario. We run concurrently Query 1 and Query 2 in the topology of Figure 4 (left), with worker 8 hosting the data sources for both queries. Worker 8 also applies Filter 1 of Query 1, even during the disconnection, and only buffers the filtered data. The filter selectivity is 67.6%. To show the benefits of our query-aware FIFO replacement strategy, we also implemented a simple FIFO strategy. As Figure 5(a) shows, the replacement strategy impacts the amount of data loss. This is because we are running two different queries that generate batches of different sizes, 3.33 MB and 488 KB respectively. Since the FIFO strategy always removes the oldest batch, even when we only need space for 488 KB in the buffer, we might end up removing a batch of 3.33 MB, if this batch is the oldest. This can rapidly escalate the amount of data loss. Our query-aware FIFO strategy is far less susceptible to the time at which batches arrive at the buffer since we remove batches of the same query to make space for new data.

**Latency.** Finally, we evaluate the latency of Query 1 (i.e. the total time for processing 2M tuples), with a varying number of disconnections occurring during its execution. In order to be able to fairly compare the performance of our approach (that buffers data) with baseline NES (that loses any data generated during a disconnection), in this experiment we use a source that can be paused and restarted so that both systems process the same data throughout the experiment. Figure 6(a) shows the case where the query does not need to be redeployed after the disconnections. As can be seen in the figure, the latency of baseline NES increases with the number of restarts while the latency of our approach is almost constant. This is because baseline NES views the failure as permanent and removes the disconnected data source and the queries running on it from the system. When the source regains connection, it is treated as a new node: first, the coordinator has to re-add the source to the topology, and to register the streams that it generates in the system. Then, the queries

![Figure 6: Latency of Query 1 (processing 2M tuples).](image-url)
applied on the generated streams are redeployed and restarted (as described in Section 2). Our approach, on the other side, does not remove the source and the queries from the system, keeps processing data locally at the disconnected source, and resumes execution fast once the source re-connects. In a real-world scenario, we expect to see multiple transient disconnections of a given device over time, due to mobility and network instability. It is likely that in some cases query redeployment will be required. We therefore study the impact of query redeployment on execution and show the results in Figure 6(b). For a fixed number of disconnections occurring during the processing of 2M tuples with Query 1, we evaluate how the latency varies based on the percentage of disconnections that require redeployment. As expected, we found that with fewer redeployments, data are processed faster. On the other side, when we need to redeploy queries after every single disconnection, the performance of NebulaStream-MSS converges to the one of baseline NES. That indicates the importance of avoiding query redeployment whenever possible and having a lightweight query restart mechanism, which is what our approach offers.

4.3 NebulaStream-MSS Analysis

In this section we take a closer look into the performance of our system to identify optimization opportunities.

Buffer Sensitivity Analysis. Figure 5(b) shows the impact of the buffer size on the data loss ratio for both buffer replacement strategies. We use the same setup as in the “Data Loss Ratio” experiment and we fix the disconnection duration to 30 seconds. As expected, there is an obvious correlation between the buffer size and the amount of the incurred data loss. Choosing an appropriate buffer size is vital to minimize the amount of data that are discarded during disconnections. The optimal size depends on the data generation rate, the disconnection duration, the query, and the available resources on the device. Furthermore, comparing the two strategies, we see that our query-aware FIFO strategy benefits more from a larger buffer size. This is because it makes better use of the available buffer space by dropping batches of the same size as the ones it needs to make space for. For 100 MB there is only a 6% difference between the two strategies, as the buffer can fit almost all the data that are generated during 30 seconds, while for 125 MB no data are discarded.

Recovery Time Breakdown: Impact of Topology Size. This experiment investigates the time elapsed between the moment that a source executing a query regains its connection and the moment that the system resumes normal execution for different topology sizes. We run Query 1 on three topology configurations. Topo5 corresponds to the topology of Figure 4 (left), where the query path between the source (worker 8) and the sink (worker 0) contains 5 nodes in total, while there are two more paths of size 5 between worker 8 and worker 0 (worker 8 -> worker 6 -> worker 3 -> worker 1 -> worker 0 and worker 8 -> worker 7 -> worker 4 -> worker 1 -> worker 0). Topo4 is the same as topo5, but all paths are of size 4. Similarly, topo7 is the same as topo5, but all paths are of size 7. The source disconnects after processing 2M tuples and re-connects after a short disconnection period. As Figure 7(a) shows, the largest portion of time is spent on redeploying the original query
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and on creating and deploying forwarding queries, i.e. query deployment is clearly the main overhead. In addition, as expected, query redeployment takes longer for bigger topologies. We note, however, that we perform query redeployment only whenever necessary, i.e. when the source can no longer reach its original downstream node upon re-connection. In section 6 we discuss some possible directions to further mitigate the redeployment overhead.

Recovery Time Breakdown: Impact of Replication Factor. We repeat the previous experiment, but this time we vary the replication factor of the forwarding queries. The topology used in this experiment is similar to the one of Figure 4 (left) but wider: it contains 8 additional paths between worker 8 and worker 0. As expected, the results in Figure 7(b) show that the time to create and deploy forwarding queries increases for higher replication factors. The time to retrieve and send the buffered data also increases slightly, as the data are sent to more nodes. The query redeployment is independent of the forwarding queries, and remains, thus, constant. Overall, there is a trade-off between the level of fault tolerance and the recovery time, which we plan to further investigate in future work.

5 Related Work

Mobile Stream Processing. Mobile Stream Processing (MSP) [Ni15] refers to performing stream processing tasks purely at the edge by combining resources of multiple mobile devices. Given that our work focuses on the use of mobile devices in stream processing, fault tolerance strategies that have been proposed in the context of MSP are the closest to our work. Existing fault tolerance strategies in MSP fall broadly into two categories: checkpointing-based and replication-based. MobiStreams [WP14] combines two checkpointing protocols, token-triggered and broadcast-based checkpointing, aiming to reduce the network overhead that checkpointing strategies typically induce. In token-triggered checkpointing, a controller node periodically prompts data sources to checkpoint their state. To coordinate the checkpointing process, the data sources generate tokens that are sent to the downstream node upon completion of the checkpoint. Once a node receives tokens of all its upstream neighbors, it
checkpoints its own state and sends its token downstream. To avoid losing the checkpointed
counterexample, MobiStreams considers the limited resources of mobile devices. Checkpointing operations and state
broadcasting in mobile networks can have a considerable impact on battery life. In addition, MobiStreams consumes
memory resources on the devices to store the checkpointed state even when the system is
functioning correctly, introducing an unnecessary overhead. In contrast, NebulaStream-MSS follows a reactive approach and only buffers data upon a disconnection. Symbiosis [MRH14]
proposes to trigger checkpointing when a node in the network either moves outside the
range of connectivity, or reaches a critical battery threshold. However, Symbiosis only
considers failures caused by mobility and energy levels and does not account for sudden
ad-hoc disconnections caused by network instabilities.

On the other end of the spectrum we find systems that base their fault tolerance strategy on
replication. Frontier [OSP18] models queries as replicated data flow graphs, where each
operator is replicated in multiple nodes resulting in multiple paths between a source and
a sink node. It then adjusts the data flow dynamically based on a backpressure stream
routing algorithm. To recover from the disconnections of data sources, Frontier applies
replication also at the source level. In IoT scenarios, however, it is not always possible to
have multiple sources (i.e. sensors) for the same data. MobileStorm [Ni15], is a stream
processing platform for clouds of mobile devices, but does not provide support for transient
disconnections. To address that, R-MStorm [CS20], an extension of MobileStorm, follows a
similar approach as Frontier. It introduces path diversity by replicating operators, so that
there is always a path between the source and the sink, even in case of failures, and performs
dynamic path selection. In addition, R-MStorm attempts to improve the overall system
availability by using an operator placement strategy that prioritizes devices with higher
availability during operator assignment. R-MStorm does not provide fault tolerance at the
data source level and therefore cannot recover from transient disconnections of data sources.

Finally, Swing [FSL18] is a MSP that considers the dynamism of mobile devices. Each
upstream node in Swing maintains routing information about the reachable downstream
nodes. When a network link is broken, the affected upstream nodes update their routing
records and re-route data to other nodes. However, any data that are generated from the
moment of the disconnection until the completion of the reconfiguration are lost. In contrast,
we reduce or completely eliminate data loss by buffering data on the disconnected device.

Distributed Stream Processing. Existing distributed stream processing systems provide
fault tolerance through one of the two following approaches [Hw05]: upstream backup,
where nodes buffer sent data while the downstream nodes process them and replay them
to a recovery node upon a failure [Qi13, St], or replication, where each node is assigned a
second node as a backup [Ba08, SHB04]. As we already explained before, replication-based
approaches are not practical in IoT environments, given the limited amount of resources,
and can only provide fault tolerance at the data source level when there are multiple devices
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capturing the same input data. Similarly to our work, the upstream backup approach also relies on buffering. However, unlike our approach, upstream backups aim to handle failures at the receiver by buffering data at the sender. In our approach, we deal with failures at the data source which does not have an upstream node, i.e. is at the bottom of the QEP. We therefore need to buffer data at the source itself. Furthermore, while the upstream backup approach buffers data throughout query execution, our approach only buffers data reactively upon a disconnection. Finally, our approach also considers topological changes when forwarding the buffered data.

Mobile Computing and Networking. In the past decades, there has been a lot of research in the area of data management in mobile computing [Ba99]. In [BJ94], the authors propose different caching strategies for mobile devices. They categorize devices into sleepers and workaholics based on the duration of their disconnection and show the impact of the disconnection duration on the effectiveness of the caching strategy. Wu et al. [WYC96], address the problem of selectively discarding caches in mobile devices that have been disconnected for a period of time. In contrast to the above work, we assume that the contents of the buffer do not become obsolete during the disconnection period, as we are focusing on transient disconnections. Another line of work, aims to provide network connection mobility. Persistent Connections [YS95] interpose a library between the application and the sockets API that provides the illusion of a single unbroken connection over successive physical connection instances. When a physical connection is lost, the sender stores data in a buffer. Once a new physical connection is established, any data buffered during disconnection are sent through it. Similarly, our approach uses buffering at the data source during a disconnection. However, instead of using an external library, we tightly integrate buffering inside the streaming engine. Furthermore, unlike Persistent Connections, our approach is holistic: in addition to buffering, we provide a query restart process that resumes query execution upon a re-connection.

Buffering for Fault Tolerance. Clearly, there are plenty of fault tolerance strategies in different domains that rely on buffering. Message logging and checkpointing are often used for fault tolerance in distributed systems [El02]. In [ZJ87], the sender stores messages in its local memory, which allows recovery from single failures, while [SBY88] builds upon that approach by selectively logging only data that cannot be otherwise reconstructed. Unlike our work, the above techniques do not support mobility of the sender. In addition, they follow a pessimistic approach that logs messages irrespective of failures, while we only buffer data upon a disconnection. DiscoTech [RGG12] is a toolkit for handling disconnections in groupware networks. It includes fault tolerance strategies that use event queues to store data in a centralized server during the disconnection of a receiver node. In contrast, we deal with failures at the source that sends the data, and store the data locally during the disconnection.
6 Conclusions & Future Work

This paper presents NebulaStream-MSS, an extension of NebulaStream that provides fault tolerance capabilities for mobile sources in IoT environments. NebulaStream-MSS focuses specifically on overcoming transient disconnections. At the core, the proposed solution is a data logging mechanism that allows mobile devices to continue processing data while they are in a disconnected state by temporarily storing the processed data in a circular buffer. That way, we exploit the processing capabilities of the mobile devices and transform the idle disconnection time into a productive period. Besides buffering data during transient disconnections, our fault tolerance strategy also includes a query restart process that ensures the consistent resumption of query execution, even when mobile devices move during the period of disconnection. Our restart process determines whether queries need to be redeployed, based on whether the device can still reach its downstream neighbours after the re-connection. In addition, we introduce forwarding queries, to address the case where the mobile device is assigned a subset of the operators previously assigned to it after a new deployment. These forwarding queries create new paths in the DAG of a query through which the data stored in the buffer can be forwarded further down the pipeline to avoid redundant processing. Using a custom benchmark based on real data [MZJ13], we show that NebulaStream-MSS reduces data loss by 63% over a disconnection period of 30 seconds and has nearly constant latency with an increasing number of disconnections when no query redeployment is required.

In future work, we plan to further improve our buffering strategy. Since mobile devices have limited resources, minimizing the memory requirements is critical. For that purpose, we would like to investigate the use of more tailored replacement strategies that exploit application knowledge to determine the most relevant information. In addition, we plan to look into data compression and result sharing. Result sharing would allow us to only once store duplicate results produced by different queries. Moreover, we plan to further investigate the selection of an optimal buffer size based on the available resources of the device and the workload. Our evaluation also showed that the largest performance overhead stems from the redeployment of queries. To mitigate this overhead, we aim to perform dynamic and partial redeployment. That way, we can reconfigure the data flow without involving the coordinator thereby eliminating our system’s bottleneck. Finally, we have proposed the use of a level of replication in our forwarding queries. To reduce network traffic, instead of broadcasting the data through all redundant paths, we could use an approach similar to Frontier’s [OSP18] where data are sent through a single path chosen dynamically at runtime.
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